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A REVIEWOF KHRISTOTODOROV S ESSAYSON THE
PHILOSOPHYOF HISTORY
(Sofia University Press, Sofia, 1996.)

Khristo Todorov's Essays on the Philosophy of History is an investi
gation into the history of the philosophy of history. It proceeds from
the assumption that each historical judgement is transitional. As a
result, the terms of the philosophy of history must be examined as
historically conditioned. From this reflexive standpoint, the ideolog
ical content of the philosophy of history and its historical formation
appear as part of the legitimation and critical questioning of the
path of European societal development in the modern period. In
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In his third essay, Todorov analyses
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the classical conceptions of historical knowledge developed by
Giambattista Vico, Johann Gottfried Herder, Immanuel Kant, and
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. According to Todorov, the main
tendency in their works is the attempt to prove the possibility
of reason in history and the conformity of history to laws of
teleological development intelligible to the human mind. In Hegel,
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approach has led not only to an identification of theoretical prob
lems, but also to a radical critique of the historical approach during
the 20th century. In his fifth essay, Todorov investigates this radical
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Khristo Todorov's Essays on the Philosophy of History raises for
the Bulgarian community of philosophers and historians, as well as
to the wider public of those engaged with the humanities, a number
of

important

questions

that have

accompanied

the development

and

radicalization of a great ideological program which has had such
a profound
impact
and the preservation

on modernity,
the realization
of history
namely,
of its significance.
The value of this program

can be determined in part by its ability to generate its own antitheses.
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